This talk will contain an overview of AT&T Shannon Labs (the Research arm of AT&T Labs), and a more detailed discussion of our work in Information Mining and Software Research with applications in telecommunications industry including network operations, network security, IP network management, fraud detection, marketing, and business & consumer markets analysis.
As Executive Director of University Collaborations, he plans, funds, and leads state-of-the art joint research projects between AT&T Labs and 20 top US and Global universities. In collaborations with UCSD, he has established Center for Networked Systems (CNS) at UCSD, an industry -academia partnership conducting research on technologies and foundations for robust, secure, and open networked systems of this century, and serves as member of the advisory board of the eNS.
As Assistant Chief Scientist he supports the AT&T Labs Chief Scientist who is responsible to the AT&T Labs CEO for: identifying pre-product technology important to the future of AT&T, evaluating technology, building alignment within AT&T on technology directions, and serving as AT&T liaison to external technical communities, specifically universities, government agencies and industrial Laboratories.
As an affiliate professor of the School of Technology Management he has developed and taught new graduate courses on two emerging areas of "Risk Management" and "Data Mining". As an adjunct professor of the Department of Computer Science has taught "Probability and Stochastic Processes" and "Data Mining & Knowledge Discovery", and advised graduate students projects and thesis. He is the recipient of several distinguished awards from Bell Labs, AT&T Labs, Standards Committee Tl, and IEEE.
